


fibers for Doll flair 
or 

U/tyat if) H)c U/orld is F(ovir$? 
Roving is fiber that bus been "combed” or “carded" into a continuous loose rope. It re¬ 
sembles a giant pony tail except that a pony taihs, a group of very long hairs and roving is 

multiple short fibers that have been trained to behave as if they are long! The had news with 
roving is thai because of the way il made il is next to impossible to comb. Combing undoes 
what turned it into roving in the first place. Just remember if you choose roving for your doll 
hair you don't w ant to get too enthusiastic with a styling comb. Most all of these fibers can 

be dyed, lie sure to he cautious when dying wool and mohair fiber. Too much agitation will 
cause the fiber to “felt" or malt together. Felling will also occur from dramatic changes in the 
temperature of your water between the dying and rinsing baths. 
Roving is made from a huge variety of fibers both animal and plant. Animal liber is known as 

proiem fiber. Fiber from plant origins are called cellulose And of course there are many 

wonderful synthetics some of which arc especially made for hair. Cheek in your local beauty 
supply store for great finds like hair extensions and long gorgeous falls that arc very inexpen¬ 
sive Here is a rundown of a number of fibers which work w ell for doll hair. 

Wool roving is (obviously) made from wool but it can 
vary tremendously depending on the breed of sheep it 
came from. It comes in a huge variety of natural colors 

that are perfect for doll hair and it also can be dyed 
easily using acid dyes. 

Mohair Roving has a high luster and is very soft and 
silky feeling. Mohair Fiber comes from the angora 
goat. Et dyes beautifully but as with many animal 
fibers it will felt with agitation. It is a wonderful 

choke for doll hair. 

Alpaca Roving is made from the extremely fine fiber of 
(be Alpaca, which is smaller but similar to the Llama. It 
comes in beautiful natural colors and is a very straight 
fiber. 



Silk Roving is as fine as a spider web. It is luxurious 

and shiny but it is somewhat of a challenge to work 

with because it is so very fine. Silk fiber is harvested 

from the cocoons of the silk w orm. Cultivated silk is 

probably the finest and whitest, It is also the most 

expensive, A re you ready? It costs so much because 
the silk worms arc raised in captivity and hand fed 

mulberry leaves. Other silk fiber like product pro¬ 

duced from the Tussuh silkworm forage on many 
different leaves kinds of leaves. Consequently Tussah 

silk contains tannin and is usually ivory to light brown 

in color. But this also makes for beautiful natural color 

for a dolls hair. 

Flax is another popular roving available to doll mak* 
ers. It is* like its name* a beautiful flax color. Flax is a 

plant fiber that when processed and spun is better 

know1 as linen. It is strong but rather coarse in texture. 

It does make for gorgeous hair! 

Rayon is made from wood pulp and is most com¬ 

monly know n as Viscose when talking about doll hair. 
It is extremely fine and you will recognize this as the 

hair used on fashion dolls of the 40's and 50‘& - the 

pre-Barbie dolls. It can he braided, curled and waved 
for many lovely hair styles. 

Nylon roving is available by the name Firestar Tup or 

Icicle Top is shiny • even sparkly! It comes m white 

which can be dyed with dyes used for wool (Acid 

dyes) and is available in colors. Because it is a syn¬ 

thetic the fibers are long and continuous. This fiber 

will melt from the heal of an iron or even a curling 

iron. Please keep this in mind when styling this Tiber. 
Some Fireslar Top fibers are straight and pretty much 

want to stay straight. Even (he most strenuous meth¬ 
ods of curling just won't work. But they look great if 

you are creating a straight style hairdo. 
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If you ever have ihc opportunity to attend a Tiber fesitTalTncMi^^^^^guiHv^Iav^ 
several icstivats that arc not only incredibly tun and informative but a treasure trove of 
wonderful doll hair possibilities. 

Sty first experience at a fiber festival ended with a car full of wonderful bags of treasures, 
mostly raw wools which need to be cleaned and I really mean cleaned. When an animal is 
shorn they haven’t been shampooed and perfumed first. What I bought was wonderful wool 
and half of the barnyard too! Consequently my bags of treasured doll hair became my wont 
nightmare. The breeders assured me that washing the wool curls was an easy task. They 
even convinced me that I could wash the wool in my washing machine, 

I his experience taught me that I was truly a city girt and socond-ly how to turn potential doll 
h.nr into w ool tell in one easy lesson* In trying to wash the wool 1 agitated it way too much 
and it mostly all felled into one big unusable mess 

So b) ihc next Tiber festival I was older and wiser and had learned a lot about what to buy and 
what to avoid. There arc many fibers that are worth the work and with tempered enthusiasm 1 
teamed to wash the wool withoui felting it. The end results are some beautiful doll hair 
which can be vveflcd or applied to dolls using felting needles. 

The fibers that w*iII catch your eye are the Lincoln curls or Romney and of course mohair. 
There are many kinds of wool to be found at fiber festivals and the longer the curl ihc better it 
is to work w ith for dolls, 

Rut the moral to this story is if you find dean fiber buy it. If you are not famt of heart buy 

some of the wonderful fibers which need some washing and have fun. The prices are inercd- 

ic of the most wonderful doll hair ever 
This is unwashed wool from a Lincoln ram. 
The curls are about 3 to 4 inches king so it is a 
good fiber for weffing, Rut it is raw wool so it 

needs to be w ashed, Trust me. The lanolin of the 
wool makes it feel sticky. And we won’t even go 
into the animal s personal habi ts.... Ti me to learn 
to clean raw wool.,* 
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To begin remove any vegetable mailer tike si raw or 
grass, liny second cuts and "lugs'" {manure mixed with 
[he locks) from the fiber. 
If you can, cleaning the fiber outdoor*, on a warm 
sunny day is the optimum selling. When the fiber lays 
in the sun it warms the lanolin making it easier to 
remove, li seems that the days I decide 10 work with 
the wool always end up being cloudy or ratny so I 
developed Plan IT I place the wool on an old towel 
and lay it over a healing pad. As I gently heat the 
wool the lanolin softens and washes out much easier. 

I wash wool and mohair in dishpuns that 1 have dedi¬ 
cated as my wool washing puns. 1 have two pans - one 
for washing and one for rinsing. You may prater to 
place the filler in a mesh bag when you wash it. If you 
are cleaning lots of Tiber this will save from having 
loose liber go down the drain. In any case I cover ihe 
dram with a piece of nylon so keep the fibers from 
clogging up lhe pipes. 

TTiij tx tilt wool during the Jirst soak. 
Fill the dish pun with very hot water II5U'F.) (The lanolin melts at 1IO‘F) Soap will not 
emulsify the lanolin by itself You need hoi water to help the process and the hotter ihe 
better. Add a healthy squirt of dish w ashing soap such as Dawn, Ivory or Dove. Don't use 
dishw asher soap or laundry detergent. Place the fleece in the hot water and lei it soak for 10 
to 15 minutes. The important word here is xmiL Do not agitate, don't play with it, just let it 
soak. Agitation will cause the fleece to felt or matt together. The first soaking is not a pretty 
sight so set the timer and walk away. Don't let the w ater temperature coo! down. If Ihe water 
cools the lanolin will become hardened again and reattach itself to the hair. 
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After the first soak the fleece will sitll Icel sticky. This indicates that the lanolin has not been 
iemo\ed thoroughly. Repeat the process. This is where the second dishpan comes in handy. 
I will gently Jilt the curls from first dishpan and place it mto the second pan for the second 
soak. Yon may have to do this several limes depending on the condition of the fiber. 

Once you are satisfied that the ficccc is clean it can be rinsed. Once again fill the dishpan 
w nh very hot water and place the fiber in it to soak for 10 to 15 minutes. You may need to 
rinse more than once also. You will want the water to be clear on the final rinse. 

^qu may want to add a cap or two of vinegar to the final rinse water to remove any odor that 
may remain in the fiber. It w ill deodorize it. But remember, if the fiber still has a strong odor 
it could mean that it just needs another wash. 

When the ficccc is cleaned, gently lift it from the rinse water. 
You can squeeze some of the water from it but do not wring it, I 
find that blotting it with a terry cloth towel removes lots of ihc 
moisture and it dries quickly. Laying the cleaned fiber on a 
screen is great if you have a nice sunny day. 

Not tee thtr change in ihc 

color of ihc curls from the 

ftm picture! 

Here are the cleaned Lincoln locks. When combing out the fiber use a stiletto or a wide tooth 
comb. This is a task that requires patience and persistence if you are going to use the fiber 
tor celling. 11 you are going to use a 1 eking needle to apply the hair you don't have to fuss 
nearly so much to get any knots out of the curls. When you comb the curls they will tend to 
get that out ot control {bad hair day) look. A gentle sprite of water from a spray bottle will 
do amazing things. The curls will retain their memory and go back into their natural curl. Of 
course you can set the hair but ihc natural curl cun be beautiful just as it is. 



The viscose fiber is fine and, fragile but has a terrific natural 
wave. Because it is so fragile it is just about impossible lo comb 
so taming it with a felting needle makes styling simple. This is 
what the hair looked like once the wefting was all stitched on the 
doll. 

Begin to sculpt the hair surrounding the face in place 
using a felting needle. The waves and carls need only a 
few coaxing pokes to get them to stay in place. Extra 
a Kent ion was paid to make sure the stitched edges of the 
wefting was covered. Wisps of hair that were flyaway or 
just plain uncooperative were trimmed with scissors. 

The tel ting needle can work like an invisible 
hair pin m your dolls coiffure. This particular 
fiber is beautiful and shiny but less (hart coop¬ 
erative lo work with. The tel ting needle allows 
you "set’' the waves and curls in place with very 
little effort. Any ends on the hair that still need 
attention can be controlled by putting a bit of 
hair spray on the tops of your fingers and gently 
stroking the curl the way you wart it. 
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Begin lo lay oul the hair on the tissue paper. You need only to lay out a few inches at a lime. 
Separate the Jocks of hair into thin sections. It's important 10 gel the hair as uniform as 
possible as you lay it out. You will not want dumps of hair or vacant spaces in your wefting. 
And remember - thinner is better. The hair on the tissue will he folded in half once it is 
stitched thus doubling it's volume- Uniformity is key to a nice welling. Select the curls 
carefully according to length and watch the direction of the natural curl. Shorter lengths are 
fine when used for bangs and should be wetted separately. 

Set the stitches on your machine to 
a small light stitch. This will help 
keep the hair in ihc stitches and out 
of your comb as your style the hair. 
Choose a thread that most closely 
matches the hair you ate. about to 
weft. 

Cover the hair with a second strip of tissue paper and carefully move it to the sewing ma¬ 
chine. $ew> a line of stitching down the center of the width of hair Add a few inches of hair 
at a time as you sew, always overlapping just a bit. Continue sew mg until you reach the end 
of the strips of tissue. 
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Wi-fiing fslHT isa means of aligning and securing loose fiber into a eon tiro us strip which 
can be sewn or attached in a circular dim; I inn around a dulls head or onto a wig cup. 

Wcfting from a human hair wig. 

mS mj$£! s- 
B»# * * 

One of the best sources for we fling is the thrift shop, garage sale, or Salvation Army’ Tell 
everyone you meet that you are looking for used wigs. Buy them whenever you find them! 
They are yards of perfect wetted hair! Wigs arc constructed by winding w cried hair; cither 
human or synthetic, around a w ig cap. El is relatively easy to remove the wetted hair from the 
cap and use it for your dolls. Wash the wig first. Once dned you can begin removing ibe 

Any animal or synthetic fiber can be wefied. If you are using an animal fleece like mohair 
be sure to lay the fiber in the same direction thui it was cut. The curl of natural fiber or hair 
will give you fils if you arc not careful about the way you lay it out. Mohair is the traditional 
favorite fiber to weft lor dolls because it is long and has a wonderful natural curiT Whatever 
hair or fiber you choose you will find that wefting it is a simple task. 
fhe first thing you will need ns something to stabilise the hair while you arc sewing it. Tissue 
paper is perhaps the best medium to use as it can be easily removed from the stitching. Water 
soluble mediums such as Solvy or Rmse-Away can also be used. I find that it is more work 
in the long run. Tissue paper should he cut into Jong strips of about 3 inches w ide. I .ay the 
first strip of tissue on a work space close to your sew ing machine. I find that setting my 
ironing hoard up next to my sewing machine at the same level as my sewing table makes it 
easy to transport my work to the machine w ithout having half of the hair on the floor before I 
even begin, 
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Now you have the first row of stitching in place in your weft. You will be doing a total of 
three rows of stitching on your weft. Make sure you always go back to the top of the strip 
when you begin your second row- of stitching. You will want to keep the stitches going in the 
same direction. Sew another line of stitching parallel to (he one you just completed. Space it 
about 3/4’" from the first line of stitching. When completed, go hack to the top of the strip 
and sew yet another stitch line in between. This will have anchored your hair securely into a 
weft- 

Ktniove the top tissue paper carefully* The sewing machine needle has perforated the 
paper hut you still need to be careful when (caring it away. 

I use the point of a stiletto to remove the paper. It 
makes it easy to lift the paper from the stitching. 
Once a bit of Ihe paper is tom at the stitching you 
can sometimes just tear off the entire strip, But if it 
is not coming on easily take your time. You don't 
want to disturb Lhc stitching. Use tweezers or hemo- 
stats to pull off any liny shreds of paper that is left in 
lhc stitching. 

Once the paper is completely removed from the top 
side of the welting turn it over and fold the wetting 
in half at lhc center stitch line. 
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Sew another line of stitching parallel to 
the center stitch line. This line should fall 
just about 1/8 inch from the edge of the 
wetting. 
You car now remove the rest of the paper 
from the wefting. This time it will take a 
hit more work because your stitch lines arc 
closer together. Remove as much as 
possible but remember that the sewn edge 
of the wefting will not show on the wig or 
the dolls head so don't worry about a tew 
errant pieces of paper. 

The wefting is now complete. You should be able 10 comb through the hair and have 
very little come out in your comb. The wefting i$ now ready to be sewn to a wig cap 
or directly onto a dolls head. 

As you can see, wefting is not a hard process. But there arc fibers and materials that 
arc not so easy to manage as long mohair locks. There is an alternative wefting 
method that will allow you to secure the material selected long before you go to your 
sewing machine. If this wefting was a little challenging for you, continue on. We have 
a perfect cheater method demonstrated ue*t„. 
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Wc arc going to use Viscose as the 
fiber we are wefting. It is wonder¬ 
ful doll hair but can be a challenge 
to handle. Watch how easy it is to 
mm into wetting and then into a 
great dob hairstyle. 

Once the parchment paper and heat bond tape is secured to the ironing board we will hegin to 
lay out the fiber. As with traditional wefting, thinner is belter Once you are satisfied that the 
fiber has been uniformly spread over the heat tape, place a second piece of heal tape over the 
fiber as well as a second piece of parchment paper Make sure you have placed the tape 
directly over the bottom smp of tape and secure it with straight pins. 

Because the fiber i$ held in tact with the 
heat tape you can make it as long as you 
wish, The length of your ironing board is 

your only restriction. 

Carefully read the directions on the brand of 
heat tape you are using and set the tempera¬ 
ture of your iron accordingly. You must also 
be careful to pay attention to the heat toler¬ 
ance of the fiber you arc welting. If you 
have chosen a synthetic or other fiber that 
will melt or suffer from heat, use the edge of 
the iron to heat set the tape in place. Viscose 
tolerates heat well so we don't have to worry 
or protect the fiber with a cover. The iron 
will do the work for you by melting the tape 
and fusing the hair together. 
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The hair is now fused in place. It 
can be easily moved to (he sewing 
machine to be stitched. Before you 
stitch the fused wefring I pceom- 
mend peeling the bottom paper 
from the hair. I peel il off and then 
use a strip of (issue to sew on. liven 
though the hair is fused lo (he tape 
il is not good for the sewing ma¬ 
chine. The tape is too fragile and 
hair tends to gel caught in ihc 
machine if you don't use a strip of 
tissue bcncaih the hair. 

Once lhe tape is fused to the fiber let it cool. 
If you try to remove ihe parchment paper or 
backer when il is still hot it will stick, pull 
and basically be a problem. Once cooled, 
the paper will peel off easily. 

Take the welling to the sewing machine and 
sew a line of stitching down the center of 
the heat bond tape. Use a small stitch on 
your sewing machine and thread that most 
closely matches the hair or fiber you are 
using. Like traditional welting, sew a stitch 
line on cilher side of the center stitch. I 
stitched a 1/4 inch line on both sides of the 
center line. 
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Remove the paper from the wetting. Fold 
the wefting in half at the center stitch line. 
Sew another line of stitching parallel to the 
edge. 

Your fiber is now wetted and ready for a doll! 

pplying wefting to a cloth doll is easy because the 
loth head is receptive to pins and sewing, Wrap the 
lair around the head so it is equal distance on the 
ace (Just m front of the car) and pin it in place. 

Cut the wefting off and 
stitch it in place. 
You don't necessarily 
have to begin at the 
nape of the neck to 
establish a hairline. 
Depending on the fiber 

the type of doll you 
are making the hair can 
he placed much higher 
up on the head. 
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Add another layer of wetting. Notice that this 
layer is well above the first layer. The hairline 
around ihe face will look a hit skimpy and the 
top or edge of the wefting will show. But don't 
panic. Wc will be styling the hair with a felting 
needle once the wetting is all in place. 

Add another layer of 
wetting. You should he 
just at ihe crown of I he 
doll’s head. She will 
look like the proverbial 
bald head on the top. 

To finish the top of the head place a layer of wefling on 
the part line going from ihe forehead toward the back of 
Ihe head, ending ai the back of the bald spot. You don’t 
want the stitching on ihe wetting to show in her part line. 
In order to hide the stitching wc will place the wefting 
down in the opposite direction from the way il will fall, 
In other words you arc going lo sew ihe stitched edge 
down and then cover it up with the hair being brushed 
back over il. Once you have done both sides you arc 
ready to begin styling (he hair. 

Use a felling needle to fix the hair at the pan line. This will 
cover any gaps in the pan and give a natural look to the top of 
the head. 
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The material you select for your doll hair is 
only limited to your imagination. Natural fiber 
yams and siring will curl the easiest. Some 
synthetic fibers can be more resistant to curls. 

You cart make piles of fabric hair strips by 
using a rotary cutter and cutting several layers 
of fabric at a time into very narrow strips. 

Wrap the fabric strips or spun Tiber around 
inexpensive barbecue skewers m a single 
layer. Don't wrap too tight or you will have 
problems sliding the hair off later. 

Once you have wrapped all your curls* lay 
the skewers on the ironing board. Using the 
hottest steam setting on your iron* begin to 
set the curls with the steam of your iron. 



jtair Iqoms aijd tfye "jHairloo/n' Dolls You (aij (reate! 
Sony about that.... 

A hair loom is a simple device that allows one to take a continuous strand of 
yam or string ami turn it into a "fringe" or "faux wefting" which is perfectly 
wonderful for doll hair 

Hair Eoom is a fancy name far something you have probably used many limes. Il is the 
advanced version, of a piece a cardboard the is used lo make a tassel or fringe. Hair looms 
can be plain or fancy bul Che way ihcy work is simple. Yam is wrapped around an open 
frame and [hen stitched lo secure (he yam in place. 

A simple hair loom can be made easily from a sturdy piece of corrugated cardboard. Cut 
the center from the cardboard leaving about an inch border all around. The cardboard loom 
w ill walk just fine but he careful not to wrap the yarn too tight. The cardboard will tend to 
buckle or collapse if your winding is too taunt and sliding the yam oft can be next to im¬ 
possible. Cardboard looms have lo he cut apart to release the finished hair. 
Another word ol caution when constructing a cardboard loom is about the length. Don't 
make it too long or winding becomes difficult. More than 16 to IS inches long will have 
your arms aching and your yam uneven. 

This is a Telescoping flair Loom, 

You can easily adjust the width of 
the loom and the two sides pull 
apart for easy release of the yam. 

Because it is so nice and flat it is easy 

to work with at your sewing machine. 

There are telescoping looms which work wonderfully. These are nice because they lay Hat 
making it easy lo sew once the yam is wrapped. It is lightweight hut sturdy. Wrapping a 
telescoping loom is perhaps the easiest. There is nothing for the yam to get hung up on as 
you w rap. 



Whether you are using a cardboard loom or a telescoping one like this, ihc process is the 
same. Attach one end of the yam to the loom and begin to wrap it around and around. Don't 
over lap the yam as you go and try to stay relaxed - both you and the yarn. If the yam is 
wrapped too tight especially around the middle of the loom, it will buckle in the center. The 
other problem is that the length of the hair will vary. Where it is light it will be shorter when 
you remove it from the Loom. Once the yam is wrapped on ihc loom it is ready to be stitched 
on the sewing machine. Set the stitch length to a small tight stitch and using a matching 
thread color, sew a line of stitching down the center of the yam. Sewing the yam is easy but 
you will need to guide the yam through your sew ing machine. Place your fingers on either 
side of ihc presscr fool and help the feed dogs of your machine walk the yam through. Now 
sew a line of stitching on cither side of the center line. You will notice that the second and 
third stitch line goes through the machine needing less help from you. 

This is the yam once it has been stitched. You can 
choose to cut the yam now or just remove the 
loom and use the loopy curls that have been made. 
If you are using a telescoping loom it is simple to 
remove the yam by simply sliding the yam down a 
bit and pulling the two sides apart, one end at a 
time. A cardboard loom will have to be cut to 
slide it from the yum. 

Once the loomed hair is 
removed fold it in half at the 
center stitch line. Wrap it 
around the dolls head, sccun 
ing it as you go. to create a 
stunning hairstyle! 



Snip the loops down one side of the loom. 
Open the loom and .slide out the two sides. 
Cut the loops on the other side. Fold the 
hair at the center stitch line and it is ready to 
apply to the dolls head. The hair can he 
w rapped around the head in a continuous 
length or cut and placed on the head in 
layers. Either was it is u fast easy way to 
make great hair for a doll. 

We have used a rather garden variety brown acrylic yam for this doll but there arc many fun 
and exotic yams that make interesting hair for cloth dolls. 

Even doll hair grow s... An interesting thing to note is that the yam was wrapped on a loom 
that measured 12 inches. When the stitched yum was removed from the loom it grew to 21 
inches long. It was uniform in distribution from the machine stitching and perfectly in line. 
You'll love watching this grow before you very eyes! 
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Wc arc going to use another loom hot this time we are going to use different technique* on 
the yam, Follow along and watch (his hair turn into wonderful head of curls,, 

This is another type of hair loom. The wooden ends arc drilled with holes equally spaced to 
make the loom adjustable. This type of loom works very well except that the wooden ends 
can be bulky w hen working at the sewmg machine. The advantage of this Loom is that you 
can easily pop the wooden end* oil to slide the hair off. 

This example is using a very fine mohair yam, It is wonderful for 
doll hair because it is fuzzy but still has the ease of working with 
yam instead of loose fiber. To begin lie the end of the yam to the 
side of the loom and begin winding. The more yam you wrap on a 
Loom the thicker the hair will he. You don't need to overlap the 
yam a* you wrap. And remember that the volume will double when 
the hair is folded at the center seam, Just take it nice and easy and 
try fora uniform tension in the strands. 

Here is the loom completely wrapped. This is ready 
to he sewn just a* we did on the telescoping Loom. 

Because not every ft her you choose wil l behave and 
work with just a few rows u stitching we arc going 10 

use a piece of silk ribbon or scam binding ribbon 
and a heat bond tape to stabilize the yam. Place a 
length ol the heat bond tape over the center of the 
loomed bair and cover it with the nbbon. Cover the 
heat bond tape and the ribbon w ith a strip of parch* 
mem paper and iron into place. Parchment paper and 
the heat bond tape is discussed in great detail in (he 
section on wefting with an iron. Please refer to page 
12 for more information. 
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Following the manufacturers directions for hem setting the iron-on tape* carefully iron 
to bond the ribbon to the loomed yam. 

Once the tape has cooled completely, take the 
loom to the sewing machine. Have the stitch 
length set to a small tight stitch and using 
matching color thread, sew a line of stitching 
down the center of the ribbon. Because this 
yam is so fuzzy 1 have left the parch mem paper 
on the top of (he Loomed hair and used tissue 
paper beneath the yam to protect my sewing 
machine from clogging up with fuzz, 

Once sewn, you can remove the hair from the loom. 
Remove the tissue paper by lifting gently at the stitch 
line, 

With the ribbon side up and all paper removed we 
will begin to cut the yam. Because the looms 
tend to be restrictive in size and sometimes 
longer hair is desired we are not going to cut the 
yam at the end of the loops. 

Instead the loop will be cut right next to 
the center stitch line. Begin by snipping 
the yam os close to the stitch line as 
possible. Be sure that you only have the 
top of the loop m the path of your 
scissors. Run your fingers through the 
looped yam to make sure your are only 
cutting one side. Continue snipping 
until both sides arc cut. 
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Culling tlic yum at the stitch line gives 
you hair that is twice as tong as if you 
had cut it on the loop side of the loom. 
Tins hair w ill tic perfect to curl even 
before it's on the doll's head. Sometimes 
curling the hair before it's on the doll is 
ihe sensible solution. Dolls don't always 
sit still for beauty treatments! 

Measure ihe dolls head to determine the size of the strip you w ill need lo cut. Measure from 
temple to temple on I be dolts head. Measure and cut the length of loomed hair you need to 
go around the dolls head. Fold (he loomed hair in half at the center stitch line , leaving the 
ribbon side out. The ribbon will make it extremely easy to sew the hair on the doll. 

We want this doll to have curly hair. This yam 
looks so much like hair because of it's fuzzy 
nature we are going to give it the full treatment! 
Lay the hair on a flat surface and begin to roll the 
hair on curlers. Rolling the yam from the “root'* of 
the hair in a spiral around the roller will produce 
locks. Rolling from ihe end of the hair tow art! the 
"root" w ill produce bouncy curls. 
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Once the curls arc all set on ihc hair that will 
cover lhe side of the head we’ll begin with the 
lop of the head, Cul a length of the loomed 
hair that reaches from ihc forehead (o just back 
of the center of the head. 

This time we arc not going to fold ihc loomed 
hair in half. We arc going to leave the hair Hat 
with the ribbon side down. Roll the hair so 
that the curlers fall in a circular paticm as 
shown. Move the curled yam id your ironing 
board. 

Refer to page 32 for detailed directions on steam setting doll hair. Heat your steam iron and 
steam heat the curled yam. Lei the yam completely cool before you remove ihc rollers. 

Once the hair is cooled and dry, remove the rollers. This will now become a great head of 

Take the strip of curls and si itch the ribbon to Ihe dolls head. 
The ribbon is so easy lo sew compared lo sewing the yarn it 
will take just a minute to secure the hair around the entire 
head. 
Place the top piece on the dolls head 
and arrange the curls so that they fall 
into perfect curled bangs. The rest of 
the curls should blend into the side 
curls. Stitch the top piece in place 
along the center seam. Using a curved 
needle works well in these awkward 
places to sew. 
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The hair is now stitched on the doll and it is ready to be styled. To style this hair all you have 
to do is separate the curls with your fingers, fulling the wool curls apart will make a whole 
head of wild and wooly curls. The fuzzy nature of tills yam allows you to use a minimum of 
amount of yam and turns il into a large volume of curly hair. Great doll hair is like great 
music. It’s not just the notes that are played but the air between the notes that makes it great! 
Hair is the same. The space between tbe strands of hair is what gives it definition. 
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The wig cap is now ready for some hair. The wcfiing that we mode in the previous chapter 

wilt be sewn onto this wig cap. You can apply any kind of wefting to a cap like this. If 

your wefting leaves bare spots anywhere on the wig you can use the comb-out from the 
wefting to Jill in. 

The wetting will be wound 
around the cap m a series of 
layers. Begin by pinning 
the end of Die wetting to 
the cap at the back of the 
head just behind the ear. 
(This wig took approxi¬ 

mately one yard of weftingJ 
Wrap Die wefting around 
the entire bottom edge of 
the wig cap, pinning to 
secure the weft in place as 
you go. 

1 ” W ^ S lii\W + 

1 Whipstitch 

Whip stitch the wefting to the wig cap. 
When you have stitched the first row of 
wefting in place begin to wrap the second 
row about 1/2 to 3/4 of an inch above the 
first row. Once again, pin the wefting in 
place, then stitch it to the wig cap. Con¬ 
tinue to circle the entire cap, stitching as 
you go until you reach the crown or top of 
the cap. 
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The fabric curls can be sewn on one at a lime. This 
makes a beautiful head of hair bui ii does take lime- lots of 
lime, With a needle and thread take a stitch al the center 
of two Lengths of curls. Beginning al the nape of the neck, 
begin lo stitch the curl to the head. Si itch the curls to the 
head, two at a lime until the it is covered. You can trim 

the curls to length as you go to create the hairstyle. You 
will end up with a doll whose hair is spectacular. 

But if you are looking for an easier way to create the 

same look you can use this method that employs the 
help of some simple tools. 

You will need your iron, heat bond tape, a dowel or 

wooden spoon and Jots of curls? 

Curling yams, string, jute and fabric is easy. Attaching it 
lo a do 11 i s a different story. Yam curl s can be felted i nto 

a doll's head as can string, jute, etc. But fabric curls won’t 
work with a felting needle. 

Take a dowel or wooden spoon and lay the 
fabric curls over it so that they arc evenly 
spaced. You can have some space between 
the curls but the closer they arc the better 
the final hair will be. Once the curls are 

laid out place a strip of heat bond tape over 

the curls. Secure the tape in place with 
straight pins or a small piece of masking 
tape. 



Place a length of ribbon or seam binding 

over the heal bond (ape and secure it 

with pins. Be sure the ribbon or seam 
binding tape is al least as wide as (he 

heat bond tape. 

Lei the mpe, ribbon and curls cool before removing it 

from the dowel or spoon handle. The curls are ready to 

be sewn on your sewing machine. 

Set the temperature of your iron according to the dirco 

lions of the brand ot tape you arc using. When your iron 

is ready, press the ribbon to fuse the lape (o ihc curls. 

The heal bond tape will fuse the curls to the ribbon. 

The reason for using a dowel or the handle of a wooden 

spoon is so you can iron the tape without flatten mg out 

the curls. The iron will only touch a small pan of the 

curls where they w ill he secured. The rest of the curi 

will slay as it was when you began this process. 
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Take the ribbon to the sewing machine and sew a stitch line 
down ihe center of the ribbon using a small stitch setting and 
matching colored thread. You may choose lo sew more than 
one line of stitching bin your curls will be very securely 
anchored with just one. 

Crease the ribbon at the stitch line in the 
center. The end result is a strip of curls that 
can easily be attached to a dolls head. 

The band of curls can be quickly and securely 

stitched to the dolls head. Begin at the back of the 
head and stitch rows of curls to the doll. Leave 
adequate space between the rows of hair The 
curls will cover the head quickly. Too many 
layers of hair will make hair that is loo big and the 
doll will look top 
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These arc examples of cloth dolls, with fabric 
Curls, All the dolls took no more than 1/4 yard of 
100% cotton fabric for their hair. I strongly 
recommend using natural fiber like cotton* linen 
or wool. Synthetics which are treated as perma- 
nent press don't work nearly as well. 
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[l?ere ts (Dpre to Doll J^r Jl^at? Yanp or fabric 
Anyone can make the most wonderful curls using most any fiber. Make them one at a time or 

curl an entire length of wefting or loomed hair before you sew it lo the doll. Here is how it works. 

I. Select a section of hair. 2. Wrap the curl at the root with an end wrap paper. 3. Secure the 
curl with a bobby pin and begin to wrap the curl in a spiral direction around the roller. 4. Add 
another end paper il your curl is long making sure the ends are wrapped in the tissue and 
secure the end with a bobby pin. 5. Lay the curl on your ironing board and shoot it with 

If your doll already has hair on its head your can use the same method. Set the hair just as 
you would your ow n hair. Use the end papers to make sure the ends of the hair look as nice 
as the rest. This hair is being rolled from the ends up toward the head. Once the hair is all 

steam from a very hot iron, lie careful with the iron. Many types of hair, especially synthet¬ 
ics will melt. Carefully test your fiber but wool rovings and many other natural fibers can be 
ironed with no ill effects. 6. Once the hair and roller are completely cooled and dry carefully 

remove the roller and unwrap the hair. Voilal A perfect curl.__ 

set it is ready to be heat set. 

Get your steam iron and shoot away. Be sure that all the curls arc 
saturated with steam. Let the head cool before disturbing the 

rollers. 
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This doll is going tv grow up tv be u famous Country-Western Star! 

Once (he rollers were removed lhe hair was genii)1 brushed inlo place. The curls are soft and 

bouncy. The hair used lor this doll was a synthetic hair sold m beauty supply shops. It makes 

wonderful doll hair. But the same results can be achieved with lots of other fibers and yams. 

There are a few things to keep in mind while using the steam set technique. If you have 

alivady completed the dolls face protect it with a mask of cardboard or even a terry cloth 

wash cloth. Pin the mask or cloth in place until you have finished steaming the hair. 

Most any material that you might consider for doll hair can be dampened, sen and dned. 

Setting lotion can be a cunous problem with doll hair. Many times the hair is fragile and 

can't be brushed or combed and then the setting lotion looks like lacquer on the hair. 

There arc a couple products on the market made especially for the doll market and not the 

human hair market that arc made with a base of gum arable. This can be applied to hair and 

fabric to ensure the curl stays indefinitely. The gum arable makes the fiber impervious to the 

havoc that high humidity can cause, if never want to worry about a curl going limp you may 

want to try one of these products But the effect of steam and heat on most fiber and fabric 

will keep the curls curled until they are undone by the same treatment. 
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Now that you have teamed to weft and then curl hair it is easy to make a wig cap and apply 
the hair, The cap can be made of any fabric hut 1 prefer to use a but that has some stretch. 
The fabric used for the wig cap in the pictures is Windsor Comfort. I have chosen a color 
that closest matches the color of the hair I used. If the fabric of the wig cap matches the hair 
it eliminates having a "muslin " or pale scalp show through. This technique works for dolls 
of tuiy medium - cloth, polymer clay, porcelain, etc. 

Cut a square of fabric that will cover the head at least to 

the hairline. 'ITiis doll head has a circumference of 

approximately 9 inches - about the size of my fist. The 

fabric was cut into a 7 inch square. 

Place it on the head with one of the comers pointing 

toward the nose, Take a rubber band and place it over 

the head so that il mimics the hairline of the doth The 

folds that are created by placing the rubber band around 

the head are going to be the darts which will make the 

cap fit the head. The fabric will conform to the size and 

shape of the head and the darts that result will be a 

random size and length. Don’t fret over this. The cap 

will be covered with hair. 

Once you arc satisfied with the placement of the 

darts it's Lime to stitch them in place. With a 

needle and thread of matching color, begin to sew 

the darts using a ladder stitch. Begin the stitches 

just above the rubber band and continue to sew' 

upward to the point of the dart. If you arc sewing 

(his on a cloth head take care not to sew the wig 

cap to the head, 



An alternative method is to pm the darts in place and yen-' them by machine. Mark the "hairline an the fabric 

just below the rubber band with a petted or marker. Trim the excess fabric from below the rubber bund OhCt 
the darts are secured with pins. Remove the cap from the dolt. Set your sewing machine tv a Zigzag stitch and 

beginning at the edge of the cap sew the darts m place. Once the darts are sewn trbft the excess fabric from 

the darts. Place the cap back on the doits head for a fitting, tf thr cap it loose you can snug up cwt a dart or 

two. If you are pleased with the way the cap fits the doll the cap and sew a line of straight Pitching 

around the edge of the cap, For a more perfect fit yon can sew a running stitch around she perimeter of the 

cap by hand using an elastic thread. This will help snug the cap on she dolls head. 

Once the darts, arc sewn, your cap will look like this 

one. 

Carefully Irim the excess 

fabric just about an 1/S inch 
below the rubber band. 

The wig cap is now done except 

for trimming the excess fabric 

from the darts. Remove the cap 

from lhe doll and trim the dans 

on the wrong side of the eap to 

about 1/8 inch from the seam. 

Once the darts arc trimmed you 

may find that the cap is a bit 

looser than you planned. You can 

snug tip the darts or sew a 

running stitch around the perim¬ 

eter of the cap and gather just the 

tiniest bit. Now your wig cap is 

ready for hair. 
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Now you can 141 vc the doll a haircut (o even out 
ary loose ends or uneven hair lengths. 

A few loose curls were managed and they were 
felled in at the temple. Just enough 10 add a nice 

touch. 

You tan gently arrange the hair with your fingers or with a 
stiletto. This fiber is very fine and combing ii will pull more 

I out than you felted in. But even hair that is cranky to work 
T with is worth the effort when it makes a grand statement, 

I Notice how full the hair is when just thin layers were ap- 
I plied. Your dolls will forever have beautiful hair no matter 
I what the fiber you have on hand. 

This is just one way to apply hair with the felting 
needles.We have a few more examples of how easy 
they are to use. 
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Scwirij- the (op of (he wig is (he hardest part. Stitching the 
edge the wetting into u tight circle so the hair shows and not 
the stitching on the wetting is the trick. If the stitching on the 
wafting is thick or stubborn you may want to cut a hole in Lhc 
top of the cap about the size of a nickel (this will vary de¬ 
pending on the size of the wig) and finish sewing the remain¬ 
ing wetting to the opening or hole. This sometimes helps if 
your wig looks like it has a knot on the top. 

111 is is what the wig will look like once you have finished 
sewing on all the wefting. If you have used mohair lor the 
hair you can easily comb through the wig. The hair that 
pulls out should be minimal. If you have made the wefling 
from roving or other short liber you have to Ibe very careful 
not to pull out too much of the hair while styling it. I use a 
stiletto to arrange the hair if I've used roving. Combs lend 
to pull out more than is desirable. 

The inside of your wig cap 
should have rows of 
stitching in a circular 
direction on the inside of 
the cap. 

Your wig is now ready to style. 
You can trim any hair that is 
obviously too long hut it is 
better to curl first, cut later... 

Some words about curling hair.,. 
This may be redundant but setting the hair correctly is so 
important. You can dampen the hair with water or a light 
setting lotion if you arc going to let the w ig air dry. If you 
are going to use a steam iron io set the curls you can leave 

the hair dry. Using i issue end papers makes curling hair 
infinitely easier, li not only makes it easier, it ensures the 
ends of the hair curl neatly. Even the best of wefting can 
have ends that are uneven and the tissue end papers make 
(his manageable. 
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You can use just about any kind of curler for 
your doll hair. Regular rollers, slotted permanent 
rods, wooden dowels, brass curl mg lubes- most 
anything will work. Make sure you consider the 
material the curlers are made from if you arc 
going 10 dry the hair in the oven or with a steam 
iron. After all this work you don't want to melt a 
roller into your dolls hair 

When you have figured out what kind of hair style you w'am for your doll you will begin 
to set the wig. 
Section the hair using a stiletto or pick so you have equal amounts of hair in each roller. 
The way you wrap the hair around the roller will determine the kind of curl you get. 
First* the smaller the roller, the lighter the curl. And more important is where you begin 
to curl. If you w ant your doll to have "Shirley Temple" curls or locks, you need to begin 
wrapping the hair from the roots and w rap in a spiral around the roller. For regular curls 
begin writh the ends of the hair and roll it around the roller from the end toward the root. 
If you arc having troubLe getting the hair rolled remember to try using tissue paper to 
wrap the ends. It will save so much lime and frustration and you will end up with much 
nicer curls. 
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Once all (he hair has been rolled il cun be air 
dried or blown dry carefully using a hair dryer, 
if you have chosen (o dampen the hair with 
water or setting lotion. If you have rolled the 
hair dry you can now heal up (he steam iron and 
prepare to "set” the hair! Shoot (he curls with 
blasts of steam, making sure that you arc satu¬ 
rating each roller with steam. Let the curls 
completely cool before removing the rollers. 

This “Shirley Temple” look wig needed 
almost no fussing after the rollers were 
removed. The curls just fell into place. 
The curls over the forehead were gently 
moved to the sides and the hairdo was 
complete. Don’t (ry and comb (he curls 
when the rollers are removed. The less 
you play with the hair the belter. Once 
the hair is in place you can use a tiny bit 
of hair spray on the curls if you wish. 

This is only one of a million ways to set 
the hair on a wig made with this tech¬ 
nique. If the hair used in your welling is 

mohair other fleece, you can wci it and 
watch the natural curl return to fiber as it 
dries. This will give your doll a natural 
look hair. Using big rollers to sec the 
hair will give the wig loose soft curls. 

These brass curling tubes work especially well 
if you arc trying to make locks. When the hair is 
scl you can easily remove the bobby pins and 
slide the tube out of the curl without disturbing 
the integrity of the curl. They also retain the 
heat from the steam iron and heal set the inside 
of the curl as well as the outside. 

Nott -1 used a steam iron to set this wig. t 

wattled to do a good job without compromising 

the doll head so / placed the wig over the hack 

of my soup ladle und if worked like a charm. 



Doll hair dial has been applied wilh felling needles is not permanently applied. Il will pull 
out, If you are making dolls that will be used as toys t recommend that you use a different 
method for apply the hair. Dolls made for children need to have the hair securely sewn in 
place. 

Dolls that are to be used for decorative purposes are perfect candidates for hair applied with a 
felting needle. You can create incredible hairstyles with a minimum of effort. The felting 
needles can also be used to root eyelashes and eyebrows in cloth dolls. Bcands and mous¬ 
taches and chest hair for male dolls is easy. too. And if you make Santa dolls this tool will 
become your best friend! 

It* ftr Jj h r..u happen* r.Mj Jif 
*xk c4 wter yum Iw 

/wkn? wrf-T 

fJir iJnfliJTf W -Pfor 

hrmta* wf/ 

Try This~ In order to better understand how the felting needle works it may be helpful lo try 
this. Take a piece of muslin and place it in an embroidery hoop. Place a layer of wool 
roving, mohair or ;l yam you might use for a doll on the fabric. Take the felting needle and 
begin poking it in and out of the fabric. As you poke the needle through the fiber and it 
passes through the fabric the barbs on the needle will drag some of the fiber to the back side. 
As you continue to poke the needle in and out you will see that the fiber is becoming rooted 
beneath the fabric on the back side. When you are using the felting needle on a stuffed doll 
head you will be dragging the fiber beneath the fabric and entangling it in the stuffing. Once 
you can see what is going on beneath the surface of the fabric you will be ready to scan on a 
doll head! 
Wkot kind of hair or fiber? Felting needles work with most any fiber, yam or doll hair The 
exceptions are fabric strips for hair or materials, like chenille yarn. The fibers that used to be 
an absolute nightmare to work with as doll hair are now the most successful when using the 
felling needles. Keep in mind that this hair is rooted into the head but it is not permanently 
rooted. For the most part you don't need to do anything else but felt the hair into the head. If 
you are concerned about the permanence of the hair you arc rooting you mighj want to try 
using a glue stick or a bit of fabric glue on the area that you are rooting. The needle and fiber 
will drag some of the glue to beneath the fabric surface, making it a bit more secure. 
What about fabric? The fabric you choose for the dolls construction will not interfere with 
the use of felting needles. They"ve been used on everything from muslin u> silk to knits and 
all with success. The needles don't damage the fabric or cause runs in knits like doll skin. 
So go ahead and make your doll with your favorite fabric. The needles will work just fine. 
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There so many different ways lo create hairstyles for cloth dolls using felting needles it would 

take a couple of volumes to examine all ihe possibililies. We’ll begin with the busies anti 
then you can lei your imagination run wild. 

I have found that using (he felling needles in conjunction wiih other hair techniques described 

in this book can make the life of a doll maker so much easier. No more bald spots on dolls if 

you can fill in with a few pokes of the felling needle. Curls around the face stay in place 
wiihoui glue or fussing when you can secure them with these great tools. 

We’ll scan with a simple hair style using a shiny Icicle Top nylon fiber called Golden Sun¬ 

set.. This shiny, straight fiber actually glitters and is perfect for fantasy dolls. The first thing 
to figure out while using the felting needle is to how to judge the thickness of the layers of 
hair you will be applying. I have found that 1 have a tendency lo put way loo much hair on 

the doll as I begin felting it in place. Just like wefting, the fiber you apply will be double in 

volume when you fold the hair over from the felling line when following this method. So 
easy does il when arranging the layers of hair on the doll. 

Take the felting needle and poke it into the dolls head through the layer of fiber. Make sure 
you are poking the needle straight up and down, much like the motion of a sewing machine 

needle. Once you use the needles you will develop a itiyihm. You'll be amazed how fast you 
can finish m entire head with the needle. 

Poke the needle multiple times over the 
perceived hairline. Be sure you are gener¬ 

ous with the number of times, you poke or 

fell the fiber. You want to really anchor the 
hair in the head and each poke will only 
catch a small amount of fiber. Each hair 

type reacts a bit differently depending on 
how much fiber the needle s barbs cun 
catch and draw below the scalp. 

Begin just above the nape of the nock on the doll. Arrange a thin layer of fiber across the 
back of ihe head. Visualize where the hairline at the back of ihc head would be and position 
the fiber so that the center of the length of ihe fiber falls on this line. You arc going to rool 
the hair W'ilh the felting needle on the hairline. Once it is securely rooted into the fabric you 

will fold the hair above the hair line down. This is rather like folding a length of wefted hair 
in half at ihe center stitch line- 
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Once ihe hair is brushed or folded down you will want 
lo reinforce Eh is layer of hair by using ihc felting 
needle again. Fell ihe hairline (the edge of the layer 
you just folded over) so that the fiber is securely 
rooted. Remember that what looks like really thin hair 
will be doubled when you fold the top section down- 
so be stingy I Even though thick hair is something 
desired by women, on a doll is can be overbearing. 

Start applying the second row of hair about a half inch 
up from the previous row. The space between your 
layers will vary depending on the size of the doll and 
the liber you are using. 

The second layer will be just the same as the first. 
Poke the needle in and out on what would tic ihe 
center line of the length of hair. It's important to 
hit the hair in ihe center of the fiber, When you 
fold it down 10 meet the bottom half you will want 
the length to be the same. Otherwise it w ill look 
like a bad haircut! 

Once the center line is securely felled you can bring 
the lop half down and felt along the hair line. This 
extra reinforcement will make the hair lay in place 
as the hair style is further developed, if you have 
hair that is slicking up or out of place you can 
easily tame it with a poke or two of the needle. 
If you want the dolls hair to be all one length you 
will need to make each subsequent layer of hair 
longer. Plan ahead as you cut ihe fiber you are 
using. 
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Continue felting layers over the entire head. As you 
approach the front or face of the doll you will need to 
make some decisions as to the hair style the doll will 
have. You can continue to lay the layers on the head just 
as you have been dome,. Or you can change the direction 
and easily create a part in the dolls hair. 

This doll has long (lowing fantasy hair and it will be 
pulled back off her face in a long beautiful braid. The 
layers were placed so they basically circled the head. 
The final layer was felled on at the forehead. This layer 
was cut extra long so it could be become a dramatic 
braid in the back. Once the hairline is felted the hair 
can be gently brushed back, ii will look like it is grow¬ 

ing from the scali 

The long front layer of 
hair is braided. Ill is 
fiber is very dramatic 
but it doesn't like to 
take a curl. It can make 
beautiful hair but plan 
on a straight hair style. 
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Feltii^ [teal peese aijd pbers 
Rooting natural fleece or locks like this Romney Wool 
Locks is quick unci easy. Begin by laying a chin layer of 
fiber at the nape of lhe neck. It is belter to have the layers 
of fiber thin rather than thick. You will be felling rows of 
layers on the head and if the layers arc thick you will end 
up with really "big" hair. Place the hair on the head in the 
wrong direction. It should look like it is growing up from 
the head instead of down. Felt the hair into place. Once 
you are satisfied that the hair is rooted enough, fold the 
hair down so that it is fulling in (he correct direction. Felt 
over the newly created hair line for extra security. This 
will also "train" the fiber to fall in the direction you want 

Continue felting layers of hair around the head, leaving space between each layer. As you 
reach the forehead of the doll you will be sculpting the hairline of the doll. 

liair rooted with a felling needle 
Cun look like it is really growing 
from the dolls head. Lay the fiber 
over the dolls face and fell the hair 

JT 

in a line where you want the 
hairline on the forehead to be. You 
can even give your doll a widow's 
peak if you wish. Carefully felt this 
area of the head. You will be 
brushing the hair back from the 
face but unlike Lhe other layers 
that you have applied, you wonT 
want to do a second felling. 



Place the hair over the doll's head with the end of the pony tail 
at the crown of the head,, Make sure the hair falls so that it is 
evenly distributed over the entire circumference of the head. 
Place a rubber band around the head where the natural hairline 
of the doll would be to secure the ban against the head. 

Take a felling needle and root the flax into the head 
just below the rubber band. Make sure you do a good 
job of rooting the hair into the scalp at the hairline. 
Once the hairline is secure, felt the crown of the head 
to keep the hair in place on the top of the head. 

Cut another length of flax that will comfortably circle i 
circumference of the head. Don’t be stingy with this 
piece. It w ill be the magic to keeping the hairdo full an 
beautiful. If you are short of flax for this phase you ca 
use some batting that has been rolled and then cover it 
with loose flax. 

Remove the rubber band from the head carefully. I find 
safer to just cut the rubber band than it is to risk disturb 
the felted hair by trying to lift it off. Now wrap the kn\ 
of flax or flax covered baiting around the circumfcrcncr 
the head. Secure it w ith some large stitches or felt it ini 
place on the head. Before you sew or felt it on, double 
check that the hair is still evenly falling around the doll 
head - including over her face! 



I When the hair is pulled hack from the face it will 
* look like it is iimuralty rooted. 

This kind of naturally curled hair is #reai to 

work with because there is little or no work to 

do once the hair is felted in place. 

Once head is completely covered you can 
style the hair, Because of the natural curl 
of the Romney Locks this dull won't need 
to have its hair set. Combing the hair is 
not a good idea especially with fiber like 
these natural curls. Instead just use the 
felting needle to work the waves and curls 

^ i mo pi ace. W hen the h air is arranged the 
way you want it, a few pokes with the 
felting needle will keep it in place, 

- The hair may need to be trimmed as the 
length of the locks will vary. Remember 
it's better to cut a tiny bit at a lime. You 
can always make it shorter but you can’t 
make it longer once it‘s cut! 



ftje peRii^ ffeedle arjd Van; 
Yum is an obvious choice for cloth doll hair and with the use of 
the felting needle it is fast and easy to apply to a doll, Forget 
about felling one strand at a lime. We are going to make our 
lime and felting count. Wind a length of the yam you have 
chosen around your hand several times making several loops. 
Place the loops on (he dolls head, beginning at the nape of the 
neck. You will want to make sure that you have moved the 
loops next to each other when you slide them off your hand. 

Hold the yam against the head and 
begin to rooi the yam into the head 
by poking the needle in and out. Be 
sure you thoroughly felt the yam 
into the scalp. Once the first row is 
applied simply repeat the process. 

Continue felting the yam 
until the entire head is cov¬ 
ered. You may cut the loops 
or leave them in lack depend¬ 
ing on the look you arc trying 
10 achieve. One of the nicest 
things the felting needles do 
is that they can position the 
hair in place. 

By poking the needle in and 
out a few times on a curl it 
will stay where you want it. 
You don'thave to worry about 
curls becoming limp or having 
to use hair spary to hold the 
hair in a certain position. The 
felling needle will secure 
additional tufts of hair into a 
style without disturbing the 
rest of the hair, 'fhc more you 
play with this great tool the 
more ways you'll discover to 
put it to use! 
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U/oqJ F^ya$ car? bs tunjed Wo $reat fair ij tu/o etyaKee of a lamb's tail! 

Just place (he roving over the dull head and felt it in. This doll is going to have a granny 
Look. All i( takes to make the parted from is felting the length in place and tolding it over. Do 
the same on the other side of the head just as we did on page?? Add a smaJI layer at the nape 
of the neck and, pull the hair hack and secure it into a bun. Sculpt the hair around the tacc 
with the needle and you are done, You don't even need hair pins to hold the bun in place, 'tou 

can fell it the way you want it and it wil] stay in place. 

Gather the hair and twist it 
into a bun at the back of the 
head. 

Fasten the bun to (he head 
by using the felting ncedle. 

Thc finished Granny style hair is only one option. The styles you can 
and the felling needles are infinite! 

Here is bun felted in 
place. 

create with wool roving 



Ju/o /tyrjute J-lair 

If you are still not convinced that felting needles are worth their weight in gold check this out! 

Here is a little doll head and a length 
of viscose doll hair. 

The viscose was just placed on top of 
the doll head. L( has such beautiful 
waves that it always looks better 
before you begin to play with it. Once 
the waves are disturbed it can turn 
into a fly-away mess. So we are 
going to leave it in (act and just let the 
felting needle turn it into a beautiful 
head of hair. 

By simply using the felting needle and poking it in and out of (he waves of the hair the 
viscose is securely rooted into (he dolls head. None of the natural beauty of the viscose is 
disturbed and the bald head; becomes beautiful in a matter of minutes. 



Nothing hits made ethnic hair styles as easy as the felting needle. By using black fiberfill anti 
a felting needle you can create instant hair tor African-American dolls. But there is more to 
ethnic hair styles than “Afro" type styles. 

Braided hair is easy but it docs take lime. These braids were made from wool roving which 
had been separated into very thin, almost wispy lengths. I used lengths that were about 18 
inches long at a time. Any longer and it was difficult to braid because the roving is fragile 
when it is in thin and long strands. As with any braid 1 used three lengths of roving and tied 
the ends with matching thread. This created- a braid that was loo long tor the doll but great 
time saver. 3 cut the braids mto shorter lengths but not before 1 tied off the braid before and 
after the place I was going to make the cut. By doing this the ends of the now short braids are 
secure and ready to be sewn to the dolls head. The braids were cut to a length that could he 
folded in hall and sewn on the doll in the center. When you sew the braid on the head at the 
center of the length you arc in essence getting two braids at once. This hair look a lot of time 
but the results were well worth the effort. 

drop the braids into extemdy hot water at will shrink and tighten up the braids. The end 
result will be braided hair that will look very much like the wool roving braids without the 

headache of braiding wool roving! 



Qjild proof Doll flair 
If you are making a cloth doll as a gif! for a young child the love you put in it is second only 
to the safety of the doll, Ii goes without saying thal eyes and small parts need to be such that 
they will never come off and become a hazard to the child. The hair is also something that 
needs to be considered. Kids have a tendency to love dolls to death... And the most familiar 
way of transporting their baby is to drag it along by the hair! If the doll you are creating is a 
candidate for this kind of lovin’ you may want to spend a some extra lime carefully securing 
the hair. This method may seem tedious but it is permanent and child prooff This doll will 
have aery lie yam as its hair. I can be washed and dried and dragged and loved with little or no 
adverse reactions. 

Tie a knot m the yam at the stitch. Make sure you lie the knot securely. I always lie a second 
knot just to be sure the hair won’t be pulled out of the head. Never underestimate the tenacity 
of a child and a doll or a washing machine for that matter.,,. 

Thread a wide eyed needle (like a large tapestry needle) with about 20 inches of the yam you 
have chosen. Don’t knot the yam at the end. Make a stitch at the nape of the neck that is 
about 1/8 inch wide. Pull the yam through leaving a tail as long as you wish the hair to be. 

c want the hair to be 4 inches 



an I/S inch from (he last Pull the yum through until you have u loop 
remaining that is 4 inches long. Cut the loop and tie a knot using the cut end of the yarn ( from 
the cut Loop) and the yam (hal remains threaded in the needle. Continue around the dolls head 
using stitches which arc an 1/S inch wide and leaving an l/Sth to a quarter inch in between each 
si itch. When one row is done move up to the next row, 1/8 inch above. Make sure you stagger 
the stitches so that they tall in between the stitches of the previous row. 

Notice how the knotted stitches 
are staggered in the rows. Con¬ 
tinue until the entire head is 
covered. 

Trim the hair so that all the yam 
is of uniform length. The hair 
Can be pulled back or the front cut 

into bangs. If you use make the 
hair very long you can braid the 
hair or pull it back into u pony 
tail. 



Jl?e CibsoJ? Ctrl /T\ade Easy! 

You are going to turn this tfpony tail" inside out- 

Make sure that you have trimmed (he end that 

you scoured with the rubber band as close as 

possible without jeopardizing (he security of the 

ponytail. If the end sticks out too much the hair 
will not lay well on the head. 

Hold the end of the hair and flip the pony tail 
over so that it turns itself inside out. Shake the 

hair so it is evenly distributed 

This is a hank of natural flax. It’s stubborn 

and coarse but it will soon become just 

beautiful doll hair. This hank of flax is about 

31 inches long and will weight approximately 

3 1/4 ounces. This doll used every bit of an 

entire hank. 

Cut a length of flax about 2b inches long, 

(This is an approximate length depending on 

the size of your doll. The doll used for our 

model is about 25 inches tall.) Secure one 

end of the flax w'ith a rubber band. Make 

sure you have the hair held light. With heavy 

duty carpet thread stitch the end of the hair so 
it will remain secure. Once stitched wrap the 

thread around the end several times as an 

extra measure. Trim excess fiber so the end 

is a flat as possible and as flush to the rubber 

band as possible. 
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Here is, the fun pan! (You may want to have an extra 
pair of hands for this part.) Take the doll hand turn her 
upside down so she appears to be standing on her 
head. Shake the hair down so that it falls evenly 
around down from the doll's headl You may need to 
gently stroke or even comb the hair so that it is neat 
and uniform. 

( Here is where the extra pair of hands comes in,..) 

Gently gather the hair into a pony tail. As you gather 
ihe fiber be sure you leave it loose around the entire 
head for that Gibson Girl look. The roll of hair that 
was placed around the head will keep the "poof 
where it belongs. 

Collect the pony rail and twist u into a neat bun 
at the top of the head. The felting needles do an 
excellent job of this and you don't need hair 
pins to hold it in place. 

Next you need to make a flax braid 
Divide u 2 fool length of flax into 3 
equal parts and braid it. Secure one 
end of the braid at the base of the 
bun and wrap the braid around it. 
You can pin or felt it in place as 
you go. Hair pins (or Jong straight 
pa ns J will do a wonderf ul job of 
holding the braid in place. The 
braid may be too thick for the 
felting needle to attach n securely. 


